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Abstract. Radiometer systems and a Michelson interferometer, have been operated routinely to detect the elec-

tron cyclotron emission (ECE) from EAST plasmas for diagnosing the local electron temperature. A common
quasi-optical antenna placed inside the vacuum vessel is employed to collect and focus the plasma emission,
and the line of sight is along a radial chord. All of the systems are located in a diagnostic room where the
plasma emission is transmitted by overmoded corrugated waveguide. In-situ absolute intensity calibration has
been carried out for both the radiometer systems and the Michelson interferometer independently, to ensure
that the ECE diagnostic provides an independent electron temperature measurement. In order to diagnose the
small-amplitude electron temperature fluctuation, a correlation ECE (CECE) diagnostic has been designed and
commissioned recently. The CECE diagnostic employs an independent antenna system which has improved
poloidal resolution. A synthetic diagnostic is realized by using the simulation code SPECE to interpret the ECE
data in plasmas with non-Maxwellian distribution, and preliminary results imply that the ECE data could be
still useful as a localized measurement in plasmas with non-thermal electrons, such as the LHW-heated plasmas
on EAST.

1 Introduction
Electron cyclotron emission (ECE) measurements have
been widely employed in tokamak plasmas since the 1970s
as a powerful diagnostic [1, 2]. Generally, ECE provides
the temporal evolution of the local electron temperature
with good spatial and temporal resolutions. In addition, information about the electron density, the electron velocity
distribution, and the wall reflectivity can also be inferred
from the entire ECE spectrum [3, 4].
On the experimental advanced superconducting tokamak (EAST), the ECE diagnostic has been operated since
the first plasma of EAST and was improved continuously
since then. There are a few radiometer systems [5, 6] and
a Michelson interferometer [7] for conventional ECE measurement to diagnose the electron temperature profiles and
electron temperature fluctuation driven by macroscopic
instabilities. A correlation ECE (CECE) diagnostic has
been developed to detect the turbulence associated smallamplitude electron temperature fluctuation. Synthetic diagnostic is studied by using the forward modeling code
SPECE, and this facilitates the explanation of ECE data
in plasmas with non-Maxwellian distribution. The conventional ECE diagnostics on EAST will be described in
Section 2, and Section 3 introduces the CECE diagnostic.
∗ e-mail: liuyong@ipp.ac.cn

Results of synthetic diagnostic are given in Section 4. Section 5 is the summary.

2 Conventional ECE diagnostic
2.1 Antenna and transmission line

Since 2014, a quasi-optical (QO) antenna has been
adopted for collecting and focusing EAST plasma emission along a horizontal line of sight. As shown in Figure
1, the antenna comprises 3 reflectors: an ellipsoidal mirror
and two flat mirrors. The ellipsoidal mirror can be rotated
facing either the plasma or a hot-load calibration source.
The ellipsoidal mirror is located 2000 mm away from the
plasma center, and the distance to the waveguide is 1000
mm. The ellipsoidal mirror has an effective focal length of
900 mm, and forms a beam size of roughly 40 mm for a
toroidal magnetic field of 2.3 T.
A single flat window with thickness of 15 mm was
used in the year 2014, and this results in parallel-plate
interference effects and consequently transmission ripple.
Even though the in-situ absolute intensity calibration has
been carried out, the transmission ripple has influence on
the measurement and it is difficult to evaluate this effect
quantitatively. In order to reduce the transmission ripple,
the flat window was replaced with a double wedge window
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In the diagnostic room, a notch filter is used to prevent
the measurement systems from being damaged by electron cyclotron heating (ECH) stray radiation and then the
plasma emission is divided into 3 paths by using two wire
grid polarizers (see Figure 3). The power ratio for the three
paths is 5:4:1. The first two paths are for the radiometer
systems, and the remaining one is for the Michelson interferometer.

Figure 1. Quasi-optical antenna for the ECE diagnostic on
EAST.
Figure 3. The layout of the transmission line (TL) in the diagnostic room.

in 2015. Figure 2 shows the simulation results of the transmission for the single flat window and the double wedge
window. The parameters of the double wedge window are:
the wedge angle Ψ is 12.5 degree, the thickness of the thin
side d1 is 10 mm, and the distance between both windows
dw is 1 mm. The material for both the flat window and the
double wedge window is high density polyethylene with
dielectric constant r of 2.3.

2.2 ECE measurement systems
2.2.1 Radiometer systems

A 16-channel radiometer system which has a frequency
coverage of 98.5-126 GHz has been operated since the first
plasma of EAST in 2006 [5]. In 2012, a 32-channel radiometer system was designed and commissioned to measure the plasma emission in the frequency range of 104168 GHz [6], and it uses the #1 output of the TL. This
32-channel radiometer has been upgraded in 2015, and the
frequency interval for the lower frequency range upto 120
GHz is reduced to 1 GHz from 2 GHz by introducing 8
channels in the intermediate frequency (IF) part. In order to extend the frequency coverage, an independent 8channel radiometer system covering a frequency range of
97-104 GHz (local oscillator of frequency 90 GHz) was
built in 2015, and it uses the #2 output of the TL. With
the combination of these radiometer systems, they have a
frequency coverage capable of measuring the second harmonic ECE for plasmas with toroidal Bt higher than 1.75
T.
The new system has been fully characterized in the laboratory, and the test focuses on the performance of the IF
bandwidth and the linearity. The results of the linearity
test (see Figure 4 (a) and 9c)) indicate a good linearity in
the range from 0 to 2 V. The sensitivity of each channel
(including the RF part) has been adjusted to ensure that
the system output in plasma measurements is within this
dynamic range. The frequency response of the heterodyne
radiometer electronics is shown in Figure 4 (b) and (d), and
the result shows that each channel is responsive to only a
single band of radio frequency (RF) frequencies.

Figure 2. Comparison of the transmission for a single flat window and a double wedge window.

A wire grid polarizer is placed between the window
and the waveguide to select the extraordinary mode (Xmode) polarization. Low-loss corrugated waveguides with
63.5 mm-id is used. The transmission line (TL) comprises
roughly 45 meters of waveguides, and 8 miter bends. Because some bends are not oriented with identical or orthogonal planes of incidence, the linear polarization is rotated
by roughly 63.15 degrees after transmission through the 8
miter bends.
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The RF bandwidth fRF of the radiometer systems
varies from roughly 250 MHz to 500 MHz, and the video
bandwidth fV of the systems isqupto 400 kHz. This results

out before an experimental campaign starts by using the
hot source #1.
A digital coherent averaging technique and lock-in amplifier are separately used to measure the weak signal (a
few tens µV), and both of the methods require the input
signal to be modulated by an optical chopper. The lockin amplifier gives RMS (root mean square) value of the
modulated signal, while the coherent averaging technique
results in the peak-to-peak value. The coherent averaging technique is more efficient because one can analyze all
channels simultaneously.
Following the in-situ intensity calibration, the ECE diagnostic on EAST provides independent measurements of
the electron temperature profiles and electron temperature
fluctuation. Figure 5 shows the measurement of a few electron temperature profiles. The left figure of Figure 5 is for
a discharge at a toroidal magnetic field of 1.8 T. The black
line is the electron temperature measured by a Michelson
interferometer [7], which can give the profile of the whole
plasma region with a temporal resolution of roughly 33
ms, the red closed dots are the electron temperature measured by the existing 32-channel heterodyne radiometer,
and the blue closed dots are the electron temperature measured by the newly upgraded 16-channel heterodyne radiometer. We can see that at such low magnetic field, the
upgraded heterodyne radiometer can give the high field
side electron temperature profile. The right figure of Figure 5 is the electron temperature profile for a discharge at
a toroidal magnetic field of 2.47 T, and the result demonstrates that the radial separation is decreased with the new
48-channel heterodyne radiometer, from ∼4 cm to ∼2 cm.

in a sensitivity of 4-5.7 % (≈ 2fRFfV ). This is adequate for
most applications of ECE measurements such as diagnosing the electron temperature profile and the electron temperature fluctuation driven by MHD instabilities. However, it is not adequate to detect the small-amplitude, highfrequency fluctuations (with typical amplitudes around
1%) driven by micro-instabilities.
frequency response
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Figure 4. Tests of IF linearity ((a) and (c)) and frequency response ((b) and (d)) for the new 16 channels. The IF central
frequency of the top is from 4 to 18 GHz, with 2 GHz separation,
while the bottom is from 7 to 14 GHz, with 1 GHz separation.

2.2.2 Michelson interferometer
1.78 s @ EAST#65707

One of JET’s Michelson interferometers was loaned to
EAST in 2012, and it has been operated routinely sine the
year 2014 [7]. This Michelson interferometer is one of the
original systems developed by SPECAC in the 1980s for
the ECE measurements in magnetically confined plasmas.
This system had not been in operation since the late 1990s,
and it has been refurbished when the loan agreement was
signed in late 2011.
The system has a spectral resoluton of 2.7 GHz, and
a temporal resolution of roughly 33 ms. The instrument
is able to measure the ECE spectra from 80 GHz to 350
GHz, and this is mainly limited by the transmission line
and the in-situ calibration. This frequency range typically
covers the first to fourth ECE harmonic ranges for EAST
magnetic field configuration.
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Figure 5. The electron temperature profiles at toroidal magnetic
field of 1.80 T (left) and 2.47 T (right).

2.2.3 In-situ intensity calibration

In-situ absolute intensity calibration has been carried out
independently for the radiometer systems and the Michelson interferometer since 2014 [8]. Two types of hot
sources have been developed for the calibration on EAST.
One of them (#1) is a copy of the JET hot source [9],
and the other one (#2) is the ITER prototype developed
by the Institute for Fusion Studies [10]. Source #1 operates at atmosphere, while source #2 needs to be operated
in vacuum. Normally, an in-situ calibration was carried

3 Correlation ECE diagnostic
In order to detect the small-amplitude electron temperature fluctuation associated with the anomalous transport,
a CECE diagnostic has been designed since 2016. An independent QO antenna was designed, which has an improved poloidal resolution (roughly 15 mm for the frequency range of the CECE diagnostic). This is essential
for the CECE diagnostic, and it determines the maximum
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wavenumber of the detected fluctuation. As illustrated in
Figure 6, the QO antenna comprises a flat mirror and an
ellipsoidal mirror. The ellipsoidal mirror is located 800
mm away from the plasma center, and the distance to the
waveguide is 616 mm. The ellipsoidal mirror has an effective focal length of 390.6 mm. This antenna is integrated
for both the CECE diagnostic and an existing Doppler
backscatter diagnostic, and the flat mirror is rotatable in
the poloidal direction. In contrast to the conventional ECE
diagnostic, the heterodyne radiometer part of the CECE diagnostic is placed a few meters away from the diagnostic
port.

in terms of radiative temperature on EAST. The input data
for SPECE is described as follows: (i) the magnetic equilibrium is from EFIT, (ii) the electron temperature profile
and the electron density profile are respectively provided
by the Thomson scattering diagnostic and the reflectometry system, (iii) the LOS is described based on the real
ECE diagnostic configuration. With the input data, the
code solves the radiation transport equation along the ray
trajectories in a tokamak plasma. Ray trajectories are computed making use of the cold dispersion relation, while the
absorption and emission coefficients are obtained solving
the relevant fully relativistic dispersion relation valid at
high electron temperature. The actual antenna pattern is
simulated by means of a multi-rays calculation, and the
spatial resolution of the ECE measurements is computed
by means of an algorithm that takes properly into account
the emission along each ray of the beam.

Figure 6. QO antenna of the CECE diagnostic.

The heterodyne detection part (see Figure 7) is similar
to a conventional radiometer system, and a unique aspect
is the application of YIG filters. The YIG filters (OMNIYIG INC) are of tunable central frequency in the frequency range of 4-18 GHz, and a 3 dB bandwidth of 100250 MHz (central frequency dependent). This feature is
very important for facilitating the radial
q correlation. The

Figure 8. Example illustrating the spatial localization of 110
GHz ECE for plasmas (B0 = 1.8 T @ 1.85 m) separately
with Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian distribution functions: (a)
absorption coefficient α(s),
R (b) optical depth τ(s), (c) G(s) =
ω2
−τ(s)
T
(s)α(s)e
,
(d)
G(s)ds. Here, s is along the major
8π3 c2 rad
radius.

sensitivity of this CECE diagnostic ( √1N 2fRFfV , where N is
the number of data points for correlation) can reach around
0.2-0.3% for a correlation analysis using 106 data points.

Figure 8 illustrates the spatial localization of 110 GHz
(corresponds to the second harmonic ECE for the case
with Maxwellian distribution) for plasmas (B0 = 1.8 T @
1.85 m) separately with Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian
distribution functions. As the results (see Figure 8 (a))
show, two additional resonance layers will appear in separately HFS and LFS for the case with non-thermal electrons. The resonance layer in HFS is due to the relativistic
down-shift of the second harmonic, while the resonance
layer in the LFS is due to the relativistic down-shift of the
third harmonic. Propagating from HFS to LFS, the emission in HFS will be absorbed completely for frequencies
with high optical depth, and eventually the received intensity from LFS (the line of sight for a conventional ECE
diagnostic) is mainly attributed to two emission layers (see
Figure 8 (c)). In the rest of this paper, these two emission
layers are named as the thermal emission layer and the
non-thermal emission layer. As indicated in Figure 8 (c),
the thermal emission layer for the non-Maxwellian case
is close to that for the Maxwellian case. The reason is
that the optical depth of the non-thermal emission is small

Figure 7. The heterodyne detection part of the CECE diagnostic.

This system has been commissioned in the EAST experimental campaign carried out in 2017. Preliminary results indicate that the broadband electron temperature fluctuations are detected in some cases. More tests will be
conducted to confirm the observations in future.

4 Synthetic diagnostic
In order to interpret the ECE data in plasmas with nonMaxwellian distribution, the ECE ray-tracing code SPECE
[11], developed as a support tool for the oblique ECE diagnostic at JET, is adopted for simulating the ECE spectrum
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(as shown in the small panel at the right side of the Figure 8 (b)), and consequently the absorption of the thermal
emission layer is negligible when the emission propagates
through the non-thermal resonance layer. Even though the
non-thermal emission layer is much broader than the thermal emission layer, the intensity is much weaker.
In order to study the influence of the non-thermal electrons on the spatial
localizationR of ECE measurement, a
R
parameter R = Gthermal (s)ds/ G(s)ds is defined to describe the contribution of the thermal emission layer (local
electron temperature) to the received intensity by an actual
ECE diagnostic located in LFS, where the numerator is the
integral for the thermal emission layer. The other parameter is the localization of the non-thermal emission layer,
and it is described by the position of the peak value and
the FWHM of the non-thermal emission layer.

Figure 9. The ratio between intensity attributed to the thermal
emission layer and the total intensity for scan of (a) the fractional
density (ψ0 = 0.4, ∆ψ = 0.3, T tail = 25 keV, uk,max = 0.4),
(b) the radial position (η0 = 0.001, ∆ψ = 0.3, T tail = 25 keV,
uk,max = 0.4), (c) the radial distribution (η0 = 0.001, ψ0 = 0.4,
T tail = 25 keV, uk,max = 0.4), and (d) the tail energy (η0 = 0.001,
ψ0 = 0.4, ∆ψ = 0.3, uk,max = 0.4).

To qualitatively study the contribution of the thermal
emission layer to the total intensity and the localization
of the non-thermal emission layer, some of the parameters describing the non-thermal electrons are scanned. The
simulation results are summarized in Figures 9 and 10.
The input data such as the electron temperature profile,
the electron density profile, and the magnetic equilibrium
for the simulations are from measurements. The main parameters are: central electron density ne0 = 3.5×1019 m−3 ,
central electron temperature T e0 = 1100 eV, central magnetic field strength B0 = 1.8 T, the major radius R0 ≈
1.85 m, the minor radius a ≈ 0.45 m.
As illustrated in Figure 8 (c), for the frequency range
with associated high optical depth and the non-thermal resonance layer at the HFS is behind the thermal resonance
layer, the emission is absorbed completely and will not
be detected at the LFS. This corresponds to radial range
with major radius of roughly 1.6-2.1 m in Figures 9 and
10. Because the non-thermal emission layer is attributed
to the third harmonic emission, it is obvious that the influence is stronger at the HFS and the influenced raidal
range goes to LFS deeper as the energy of the non-thermal
electrons increase (Figures 9 (d)). For a set of reasonable
parameters (η0 = 0.001 − 0.002, ψ0 = 0.4, ∆ψ = 0.3,
T tail = 25 − 30 keV, these parameters give a good agreement between the simulated and the experimental spectra
[12]), the intensity attributed to the thermal emission layer
is larger than 70% for the radial range 1.7-2.1 m. For the
radial range with major radius larger than 2.1 m, the optical depth becomes smaller. Hence, the emission from the
non-thermal resonance layer at the HFS is not absorbed
completely and contributes to the observed intensity. This
explains why there is a drop for most cases in Figure 9.
As the location of the non-thermal electrons (ψ0 ) changes
from plasma core to plasma edge, the number of resonant
electrons becomes smaller and the contribution of the nonthermal electrons is smaller (see Figure 9 (b)).

Figure 10. The localization (position defined at the peak value,
width defined as the FWHM) of the non-thermal emission layer
for scan of (a) the fractional density (ψ0 = 0.4, ∆ψ = 0.3, T tail =
25 keV, uk,max = 0.4), (b) the radial position (η0 = 0.001, ∆ψ =
0.3, T tail = 25 keV, uk,max = 0.4), (c) the radial distribution (η0 =
0.001, ψ0 = 0.4, T tail = 25 keV, uk,max = 0.4), and (d) the tail
energy (η0 = 0.001, ψ0 = 0.4, ∆ψ = 0.3, uk,max = 0.4).

5 Summary
A complete set of measurement systems, including a number of radiometer systems and a Michelson interferometer, have been developed and operated on EAST to detect the plasma emission in the ECE frequency range.
Two independent QO antennas were adopted to collect
the plasma emission for the conventional ECE diagnostic and the CECE diagnostic. In-situ intensity calibration
has been carried out to ensure independent electron temperature measurement since 2014. Following the calibration, the ECE diagnostic on EAST provides the information of electron temperature profiles and fluctuation with

As Figure 10 shows, the localization of the nonthermal emission layer (position and width) is strongly
dependent of the radial position and radial distribution of
the non-thermal electrons, and the dependence on the fractional density and tail energy is weak.
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fairly good spatial and temporal resolutions. Synthetic diagnostic using forward modeling is used to interpret the
ECE data in plasmas with non-Maxwellian distribution,
and preliminary results imply that the ECE data could be
still useful as a localized measurement in plasmas with
non-thermal electrons, such as the LHW-heated plasmas
on EAST.
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